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WHERE THE WORLD OF IR MEETS

CIRSE 2019 PRELIMINARY PROGRAMME OUT NOW
Get a sneak peek at the CIRSE 2019 programme covering the
most up-to-date information on established therapies, novel
applications and hot topics in IR! This year’s new features will
include a dedicated PAD Day, a day-long micro-track offering
various sessions and a symposium based on a multidisciplinary,
multinational discussion by leaders in the field. In addition, the
First@CIRSE session will be dedicated to new data releases on
several PAD trials.

LAST CHANCE TO SAVE ON YOUR
REGISTRATION FOR ET 2019!

ESIR COURSE ON DEB & CTACE IN
PRIM. AND SEC. LIVER CANCER

Make sure to register for the European
Conference on Embolotherapy 2019 by
March 21 to catch the highly reduced early
bird fees, and put together your personal
itinerary using the programme organiser!

Join us for the ESIR course on DEB &
cTACE in primary and secondary liver
cancer in Munich, June 6-7! This Clinical
Procedure Training course will give
experienced interventional radiologists the
opportunity to fine-tune their practical skills
and learn more about current treatment
options for various stages of HCC and liver
metastatic disease. Register now to catch
the early bird fees!

ETHICAL COMPLIANCE FOR
PUBLISHING CASE REPORTS

CVIR – MOST DOWNLOADED
ARTICLES OF 2018

As an open access journal, CVIR
Endovascular is obliged to follow the
international ethical codes for publication.
It is therefore crucial that if your manuscript
contains any individual person’s data,
including for case reports, consent to
publish must be obtained from this person
or their legal guardian. Learn more about
ethical compliance and on how to publish in
CVIR Endovascular!

Marking its 40 year anniversary, 2018
was a truly outstanding year for CVIR.
Readership numbers reached an alltime high with more than 300,000 article
downloads. Read the five most downloaded
CVIR articles of 2018 here! Notably all
five of these submissions were published
through open access, a system that is
increasingly gaining traction, as it makes
content immediately and permanently
available to everyone. Learn more about
open access here!

Award of
Excellence and
Innovation in IR
BECOME PART OF A CIRSE
STANDING COMMITTEE

AWARD OF EXCELLENCE AND
INNOVATION IN IR

Eligible members who wish to run for
CIRSE office can now apply for one of
the positions in the CIRSE Standing
Committees. Please note that only
CIRSE Fellows are eligible for Committee
Chairperson positions. Find out more about
the eligibility criteria and how to apply!

As in previous years, the Award of
Excellence and Innovation in IR will be
granted to an individual researcher or team
for outstanding work in the advancement
of interventional radiology. Find out about
eligibility criteria and put your nomination
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